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Self Closing Spring Loaded Hinges - 102mm x 76mm - Polished Brass Plated
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Description

Self closing spring hinges suitable for internal doors.

30 Minute fire tested to the standard EN1634 suitable for doors up to 40kg in weight.

These hinges will spring the door shut into its closed position. As an uncontrolled door closing device there is no checking or damping.

Before fitting to fire resisting doors, check with the fire or building control officer for acceptance. If acceptable select the correct size and follow
the installation instructions.

The marked hinges are tested for use on fire doors, but they are not accredited to the latest EN and CE standards.

Three hinges are included in the pack and three must be used per door.

These spring hinges can used in place of standard perko door closer.

 

This product is not suitable for use on fire doors in the United Kingdom or European Union, either in a new installation or as a
replacement on a notional fire door.

Products intended for use on fire doors in these areas must carry the CE mark. Where door closers are concerned, currently, this
means that only controlled door closing devices can be used. CE marking of uncontrolled devices is not currently available, as the
necessary harmonised European standard has not been published.

This is an uncontrolled door closer. Therefore, it cannot be CE-marked and should not be used on fire doors in areas where CE marking
is mandated.

 

Finish

Brass plated

Dimensions

 21249.1 Dimension On Diagram

Height (H) 102mm A

Width (W) 76mm B

Leaf Width 28mm C

Thickness 3mm N/A

Important Info Before You Buy

Suitable for wooden doors

Hinges are fitted in traditional way.

Once fitted these hinges can become self closing by tensioning the spring located in the knuckle of the hinge.
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To spring load the hinge place the alun key provided into the locator hole at the top of the hinge barrel and crank round until the desired tension
is reached. Finally place the provided pin into the desired tension position hole.

These spring hinges have 6 adjustable tension settings to allow you to control how fast the door will close

No need for concealed door closers such as Perko's

Base material is steel with a brass plating on top

These spring loaded self closing hinges are sold and priced in THREE's and come supplied with screws, alun key and tension pins

Products in this set

21249.1 - Self Closing Spring Loaded Hinges - Polished Brass Plated - 102mm x 76mm - Set - (3 Hinges
Per Set)


